
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of senior technical.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior technical

Creatively source qualified, top-notch candidates for a diverse range of levels
and functional areas and across several geographies
Utilize innovative sourcing strategies to attract the best and brightest talent
and work relentlessly to fill active job openings, and build a pipeline of
candidates for future needs
Screen and conduct first round interviews to determine appropriate potential
fit within the organization
Collaborate with your manager and other members of the Recruiting team to
both develop and lead recruiting programs
Act as an internal expert for our ATS, further leveraging technology to create
efficiencies in our recruitment process
Develop a scorecard to communicate recruiting success and regularly report
out on recruiting metrics, against any function specific/company hiring
needs.\
3 years in Art leadership role preferred, with proven track record of driving
and managing creative teams to success, building & maintaining art
production schedules, working with Producers to attain success on time
Deep understanding of the technical requirements 2D/3D content
development - getting high-quality results within tight performance budgets
Pre-qualify candidates and develop interview slates
Collaborate with the HR service center and hiring managers to develop and
execute an effective, efficient on-boarding process for each new hire

Example of Senior Technical Job Description
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Able to learn new packages and proprietary tools – a passion for learning and
new techniques
Enjoys collaboration, both internally to the disciple with team members
across the studio
Excellent communication skills, especially in terms of communicating and
evangelizing complex technical issues in a way that anyone can understand,
regardless of experience
Understanding of online documentation
Must be familiar with types of 3D software (Maya, 3D Studio Max, Softimage)
8+ years of technical sourcing or recruiting experience required


